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Pdplayer is a professional image sequence
player and viewer for the 3D, CG and VFX
industry, created by Asynthetic and distributed
by Chaos Group.

It supports most industry standard file formats including EXR, HDR, DPX,
CIN, TGA, SGI, IFF, PIC and VRIMG. Multiple layers can be color-corrected
and composed together in real time. The 64-bit (x64) version is not limited
to 2GB or 4GB and can use the entire available RAM as cache.
Despite being feature-rich, Pdplayer is fast and lightweight. It starts quickly
and flips through frames with ease.
Pdplayer supports Windows, Linux and Mac OS.

Pdplayer Key Features

if the shot is done against
a blue or a green box.
Pdplayer supports two
separate color keys that
can be enabled in the
Effects tab of the property
panel.

LAYERED SEQUENCE PLAYBACK
Pdplayer supports an unlimited number of layers, arranged
on an infinite workspace. Each layer containing a sequence
or a movie clip is cached independently, and the cache is not
destroyed by most changes.
This allows for multiple
layers to be played
simultaneously while
applying changes in real
time.

2K+ PLAYBACK WITH 3D LUT
Pdplayer is resolution-independent and is only limited by
the CPU power, when playing from RAM, or by the speed of
the storage, when playing from disk. On a Core i7, it can play
back Ultra HD images (7680x4320) from RAM, as long as
enough memory is available for caching. 2K DPX images can
be played back from disk without caching, given a sufficiently
fast (16 drive, for example) disk array. For film work, or in
other workflows in which
accurate color reproduction
is needed, Pdplayer can
apply 3D lookup tables to
the images when playing
back footage.

64 BIT
Working with HD, 2K and 4K resolutions requires large
amounts of memory and the traditional 2GB limit of 32-bit
applications quickly becomes a nuisance. Pdplayer 64, the
64-bit (x64) native version of Pdplayer, is only limited to
the total amount of RAM and can comfortably handle the
contemporary, memory-hungry digital workflows.

STEREOSCOPIC PLAYBACK
Pdplayer has built-in support for anaglyph, checkerboard
and interlaced stereoscopic playback. Stereoscopic
sequences - both sibling left/right images and stereoscopic EXR (SXR) images - can be detected when a layer is
added, with a stereo composition being built automatically.

SUPPORT FOR HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE IMAGES
Pdplayer does not clamp super-whites of high dynamic
range images such as EXR, HDR, DPX/CIN, and floating point
TIFF and RLA/RPF. The exposure and soft clip controls
operate on the original dynamic range of the image.

RED R3D SUPPORT
Pdplayer has built-in support
for R3D files, the raw format
produced by the RED ONE
camera.

EXTERNAL DEVICE OUTPUT
Pdplayer can play sequences on external devices such as
Bluefish444 or Blackmagic Decklink, allowing you to preview
your work on a broadcast monitor, in the exact environment
in which it would be ultimately viewed.

COMPOSITION PROTOTYPING

In a world of dynamic working environments and tight
deadlines, one cannot afford to wait for a whole render to
complete before starting the compositing process. Pdplayer
One can also use the
can help. Its ability to watch an output directory and bring
Add Other Stereo View
in the frames as they become ready allows a composition
command to quickly add a
matching layer, or construct to be prototyped and reviewed as soon as the first frames
come out. Each layer can be reviewed for errors, then
a stereo composition
transformed and color corrected in real time. As a final
manually.
step, the prototype composition can be exported to Adobe
After Effects or The Foundry’s Nuke.

EXR AND VRIMG IMAGE LAYERS
REAL-TIME COLOR CORRECTIONS
Pdplayer provides controls for exposure, soft clip, lift,
gamma, gain, brightness, contrast, hue and saturation.
Changes are applied in real time during playback, without
the need for an intermediate render step.

ON-SET GRADING AND KEYING
The live video layer shows a real-time video feed from a
DirectShow capture device. Its primary purpose is on-set
grading. A workstation, equipped with Pdplayer, can be used
in the field for monitoring the quality of the footage, applying
real-time color corrections, composing the live feed over or
under CG images or even sequences, and later exporting the
color settings for further processing to After Effects, Nuke,
or as a 3D lookup table. When Pdplayer is used in the field,
one often needs the ability to apply a color key to the live feed,

Pdplayer can display the layers of EXR, SXR and VRIMG
images. In addition, the individual channels (red, green, blue,
alpha, luma, and depth) can be selected on a per-layer basis.
This support for image layers allows users of 3D software
and render packages to output the render elements into a
single EXR (or VRIMG) file, while still being able to composite
the final render in Pdplayer and use its color correction tools
to quickly tweak and review the result. The Expand into
Layers command can be used to quickly split an EXR image.

PIPELINE INTEGRATION
Pdplayer has extensive command-line support, with over
250 options controlling every aspect of the composition.
This makes it easy to integrate it into any production pipeline.
Third party applications that have scripting capabilities (e.g.
3ds Max, Maya, etc.) can control Pdplayer via the command
line or by passing it a combination of options and commands
in a pdpcmd file. Pdplayer can be easily integrated with
Lightwave with the help of the Lightwave plug-in and render
script that come with it.

Viewing Sequences

Color

Caching

Annotation and Collaboration

> Multiple ways to open a sequence: double
click, Open With » Pdplayer, drag and drop,
copy and paste, File » Add Layer, File » Add
Recent Industry standard file format support
including EXR, HDR, DPX, CIN, TGA, SGI, IFF,
PIC, VRIMG and more
> Variable framerate playback
> Horizontal and vertical flip
> Depth channel
> Viewing a single channel
> Global zoom, pan and pixel aspect
> Mask and safe area
> Timecode/frame indicator modes
> Locating a frame in Windows Explorer

> Support for 1D and 3D lookup tables (LUT)
> Exposure and soft clip controls for high
dynamic range images
> Color controls including lift, gamma, gain,
brightness, contrast, hue and saturation
> Adjustment Layer

> Layer-based cache
> Real-time interactions
> Full, half and quarter cache resolution
> Preloading layers
> Clear cache, Remove layer from cache
> Direct disk playback (Layer » Disable
Caching)
> 64 bit (x64) version, not limited to
2 GB or 4 GB

> Brush Layer
> Brush Sequence Layer
> Text Layer
> E-mail frame/screen
> Built-in HTTP server for remote
collaboration

Stereoscopic Playback

> Layered sequence playback
> Infinite workspace
> Global and per-layer aspect ratio
> Layer flip, scale, position and crop
> Layer blending modes including normal,
add, multiply, screen and difference
> Alpha channel source
> Layer opacity, including fade in and fade out

Comparing Sequences
> Toggle upper layer (V)
> Difference blend
> Side by side (Ctrl+Shift+Left, Right)
> Layer crop rectangle (can approximate
A/B split)

Layers

> Option to detect matching footage and
automatically build a stereoscopic composition
> Anaglyph and interlaced checkerboard output
> Support for stereoscopic EXR (SXR) files

Image Layers and Channels
> Support for EXR and VRIMG image layers
> Per-layer image channel support including
alpha, luma and depth

Copy and Paste
> Copy/paste layer, frame, copy from/to
explorer
> Clipboard Layer
> Copy/paste color corrections
> Copy layer to clipboard as Nuke script

Saving and Exporting
> Ability to save a composition
> Ability to save a frame, screen, mask
> Export composition or single layer as
sequence or AVI/Quicktime movie

Integration
> Framebuffer Layer
> Extensive command line support
> Export composition as After Effects .jsx,
Nuke .nk, Pdplayer .pdpcmd
> Copy layer to clipboard as Nuke script

External Output
> Bluefish444
> Blackmagic Decklink
> NewTek VT
> Firewire/IEEE1394
> AJA Kona (via DirectShow)

On-Set Grading and Monitoring
> Live video layer from any DirectShow
video input
> Primary and secondary color key

At Chaos Group we work closely with our customers from around
the world to ensure we are creating the best tools for their
workflow. Inspired by their imaginative creations, we passionately
pursue advances in rendering technology and continue to improve
the software needed to communicate their vision.
pdplayer.chaosgroup.com
For 3ds Max
Maya
Rhino
SketchUp
Softimage
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